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Introduction

But as all several souls contain
Mixture of things, they know not what,
Love these mixed souls doth mix again,
And makes both one, each this and that.
When a physical union is truly consummated, this is what happens as described by the great metaphysical poet, John Donne, in
his poem, The Ecstasy. But he reminds us that for this,
Soul into the soul may ow,
Though it to body rst repair.
And this is why for sketching the passion pro le we have to turn to our bodies because, to quote him again.
Love's mysteries in souls do grow,
But yet the body is his book.
In our quest for the passion pro le, we shall, therefore, keep looking back and forth between the soul and the body through the
magnifying glass of Vedic Astrology.
There is one problem in exploring this aspect of our psyche. To do justice to this topic we have to take a peek into the bedrooms
of our minds. The subject is an adult one and to make sense, we have to discuss things that are sensitive and private. By a
strange irony, God has placed the temple of love in the toilet of the body. We cannot explore the subject without sometimes
sounding a bit risque. You should be prepared for very frank discussions on such matters, in this report.
Just as fair and foul are next of kin, discussing the passion pro le may, to some, border on erotica. We shall also draw source
material from the Kamasutra, the Indian manual on Sexology that is at least 2000 years old.
From your Natal chart we shall rst try to determine how you manifest your attitude towards sex and love. But instead of stopping
there, we intend to go further and nd the astral signature of your subliminal sexual drive. To do this, we have to talk about the
implements of lovemaking and look at the endurance pattern.
Our expressed behavior and subconscious urge may or may not be in harmony. If they are, there is nothing like it and one's sexual
pro le is fully integrated. What remains is to nd a partner who will complement that pro le and through the two bodies, one soul
can ow into the other. But if they are not, then it is a challenge that one must resolve and nd a harmonious balance.
Some people, particularly men, and today even women, can be obsessed with their physical endowments or "sexiness" - the size
of the breasts or the "hourglass" gure. We would like to remind them that what one can achieve with the available tools is
important but not the tools themselves.
Further, we have to remind our patrons that according to Vedic Astrology stars only indicate trends in our lives from our past
Karma. What we do now, that is our present Karma, has an equal say in the matter and through that we can increase or reduce the
effects of the planets.
This is why it becomes important to know what the stars have in store. Love, and its corollary, sex are the corner stones of a
balanced emotional life. In this section we shall try to analyze the stellar in uences that shape this very important aspect of your
life.
Every planet has a basic nature in the realm of love and sex, just as every house, in relation to the Ascendant, has an effect on

some aspects of our lives. These tend to be inherent parts of our personalaties, and play a strong role in how we project our
thougths and act out our attitudes on this subject. Among other things, the 5th house rules Romance, the 6th house indicates
Sexual Desire; the 7th house stands for Marriage; the 8th for Genitalia and the 12th house rules over Sexual Ful llment. Each one
of us has different planets lcated in these houses in our Birth or Natal Chart, and the natures of the planets located in those
houses have to be considered in order to nd the passion pro le of a given chart. Study your Birth Chart above in relation to the
descriptions below to understand the role the planets play in your own individual make-up.

Some indicators of the planet's attitude to love and sex

Sun - Frank and direct in approach. Not likely to send owers or indulge in elaborate mating game. There is however, nothing
gross or crude about the act. In fact, quite noble and gracious. Good staying power.
Moon - Soft and gentle. Very emotional. Does not like vigorous sexual encounters. Flowers and candle light diners are great turnons. Not much staying power.
Mars - One of the chief determinants of sexual attitude. Full of vigor and highly proactive. Drives the sexual engine with excellent
staying power. Rather self-centered.
Mercury - Restless and nervous. Approaches sex more with curiosity than appetite. Easily satis ed but often falls short of
partner's expectations.
Jupiter - Prudent and accommodating. Very traditional (Missionary position only, please!) and not given to experimentation. Likes
to satisfy partner. Good staying power.
Venus - Another important player in the game of sex. Brings romance and soft music in the relationship. That does not mean that
it is only mental. In fact, it can be quite explosive in bed.
Saturn - Not very interested in sex. Does it more as a sense of duty or marital responsibility. Quite content to remain celibate for
long periods and, if the right partner is not available, for life.
Rahu - Insatiable sexual appetite. Does not possess much nesse or grace. Not bothered by class or creed. If natural channel is
not available, quite willing to try unnatural ones.
Ketu - Likes sex but wants to hide it. Loves clandestine affairs. Tends to have extra marital affairs. Not averse to paid sex.
Uranus - Electric and captivating. Never a dull moment. Will try anything for the sake of experimentation. Nothing is too
outlandish or strange. Does not believe in rules. Creates own rules.
Neptune - Compassionate and caring. Cuddling and necking can be more important than the act itself. Needs a lot of attention
before and after the act.
Pluto - Inhibited. Tries to avoid sex. Ascetic in nature. If a icted then the exact opposite and ready to anything including
bestiality. But generally steers clear of sex and love.

Your Passion Pro le

O

pportunity - The poet said that in spring a young man’s fancy turns to thoughts of love. In your case spring never comes. The Westwind
continues to rage. It is sex, and sex all the way. Your mind will keep coming back to the recurrent theme of sex. You may want more of it

than you ever get. If your partner has a similar appetite, then there is nothing like it!
Challenge - Your approach to sex may not be very imaginative or innovative. You will also feel inhibited to show the tenderness you feel towards
your partner. The physical act may soon become rather repetitive and start losing its allure. After sometime, if you are a man, it may become a
"slam-bam-thank-you-Ma-m" routine. If you are a woman, "Not tonight dear" may be heard often enough. The best course of action is to try out
something new. You should, even if it goes against your grain, order some naughty French lingerie by mail order (for self or partner as the case
may be) and see what happens.

The Engine of Passion

Y

ou are a great lover but neither energetic nor aggressive. You seduce with your soft and helpless mannerisms. You get easily attracted to
members of the opposite sex and choose your partner or mate carefully. But this does not mean that you are faithful, you may have a mate

or spouse at home and yet indulge in sexual activities if it pleases you. You have an inquisitive mind and like to explore into the intimate zones of
your partner’s body more to ful ll your curiosity rather than your biological need. It is di cult to understand your clandestine affairs as the
partners may be of the most unexpected type. You like soft sentimental types who are highly emotional while making love. You do not like routine
sex and tire of your paramours easily. You like to change your mate and are a compulsive explorer of fresh sexual encounters. The idea of group
sex does not disgust you, rather it is an experience that you may feel good to have.
Your type of libido can arouse an equally liberated person to great heights of ecstasy but can be earth shattering to one who is a physical person
but emotionally attached to you.
You go through life with the attitude of a voyeur and may leave a trail of broken hearts behind you.

The Flowering of Passion

Y

ou will often want to be led in the act of love by your partner. Once your partner has initiated the process you will take over in stages and
towards the end the entire management will be in your hands. But since the initiation is done by your partner, the parameters of the game

will already be set by the time you take over.

The Nature of Your Passion

Y

our house of sexual activity indicates that there will be a lot of enthusiasm and ardor. The act will be prolonged if you are a man. If you are a
woman with a quick acting partner, there will be problems because you love prolonged foreplay and a long session to reach your climax. If

that does not happen you will be frustrated. Your partner must learn how to digitally manipulate you so that you can reach your orgasm. There
may be a tendency to turn away and go to sleep as soon as you reach your climax. This is hardly the most satisfying thing for the partner. You
should overcome this tendency and spend sometime in loving after play to end the session on a happy note.

Conclusion

W

e hope that the stellar signature will help you to identify your motivations and improve your love life. However you may nd that there are
elements in the passion pro le that are self -explanatory and some that are contradictory. It is not rare that we nd that the stars speak in

contradictions. This is not surprising, because we are contradictory in nature. Both are true. We may suppress one part and bring out the other.
That does not mean that the other part is not there. You may nd that the reality is not what the stars predict. The reason may be that you have
subconsciously or consciously chosen to do so, or you did not get an opportunity to do what you subconsciously want to do. And the third and
the most important factor is that, it takes two to Tango. Your partner continually reshapes you as you reshape your partner. The same can be said
about love and sex. One's astral con guration is only half the story. What happens on the ground is the combined effect of two horoscopes.

Our Advice

R

eveal all the detailed factors that are not observed in general reports. With, Holistic Love Report there will be a proper evaluation between
two partners from our expert astrologers to live a harmonious relationship. This report is a Must if you want to live Happily Everafter! Get

your Own Report!

